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INTRODUCTION

Thank you for purchasing the Bathtub Racer, the
latest Interactive Entertainment product from Evento.
This operators manual will help you to correctly
maintain and operate your Bathtub Racers. We
suggest you read and adhere closely to this booklet,
as these have proven to be the safest and most
effective methods of operation, to extend the life of
your purchase.
We wish you every success with the Bathtub Racer
and hope to have the same opportunity in the future
to supply you with one or more of our new and exciting
promotional vehicles.

Positively
EVENTO COMPANY LIMITED

Rick Kirkland
PRINCIPAL
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Step 1. FITTING BATTERIES - PART .1
1

2
A
B

To unlock, pull body release handle (A) while lifting up the
back of the Bathtub, then slide the safety catch lever (B) to
release body.
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Tilt body forward until the front of the body rests on the floor.

4

A

Once the body is tilted forward you will be able to access the
battery pack to fit the batteries.

5

Disconnect the terminal plug (A) before you remove the
battery pack.
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Once the terminal plug is disconnected you can lift out the
battery pack.

Now the battery pack is removed from the chassis, undo the
M5 fixing screws (A) that are holding the case together.
Remove top of case (B) and any contents in bottom of case (C).
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Step 1. FITTING BATTERIES - PART .2
7

Once the case lid is removed you can install the batteries.
NOTE: IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THE BATTERIES ARE WIRED
CORRECTLY (AS PER DIA. PAGE .3 - FITTING BATTERIES)

9

8

Fit battery case lid and replace all 12x M5 screws, tighten
securely. The battery pack is now ready to fit back into the
Bathtub Racer.

10

A

Replace the battery pack into the Bathtub Racer.

Reconnect battery plug (A), ensuring the plug is firmly mated
together (see diagram 11).

11

12

It is very important the plug is mated firmly together with no
gap in between the two plugs.

Battery installation is now complete. The batteries now need
to be fully charged before use (see charging battery section).
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Step 1. FITTING BATTERIES - PART .3
Fit only B&B EB50-12 Batteries.
These batteries have been tested and provide the best operating time and performance.
Ensure the batteries are wired as per the below diagram. Ensure the eyelet terminals are securely
tightened on to the battery terminal posts using the bolts and washers supplied with the batteries.
(PLEASE NOTE: IF THE BATTERIES ARE INCORRECTLY WIRED IT WILL CAUSE SERIOUS DAMAGE TO THE
BATHTUB RACER’S ELECTRONICS. SUCH DAMAGE WILL NOT BE COVERED UNDER NORMAL WARRANTY.

RED WIRE (+)
BLUE FUSE LINK WIRE
BLACK WIRE (-)
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Step 2. TAP, SPOUT INSTALLATION & STEERING ALIGNMENT - PART .1
1
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B

A

A
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With the body open (see diagram 1 & 2 on pg 1). Remove the
two body mount pivot bolts (A).

3

Move the body away from the chassis so the steering shaft (A)
disconnects from the steering shaft outer (B)

4

A
A

Insert taps and shower spout into place.

5

B

Move steering shaft outer to one side so that you are able to
reach up with your hand and screw on the tri-knob tap fixing
screws (A). Tighten clockwise by hand until firm.

6
B
A

Once the taps are fitted rotate steering shaft outer (B) 180
degrees anti-clockwise, then re-insert the steering shaft outer
(B) into the steering shaft (A)

Replace the two body mount pivot bolts and tighten nuts so
they do not crush the plastic between each side of the
bracket.
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Step 2. TAP, SPOUT INSTALLATION & STEERING ALIGNMENT - PART .2
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With the accelerator housing (A) in the correct position
(paddles (E) pointing up) place the steering wheel (B) in place,
then screw in the three mounting M6 cap screws (C) and
tighten with hex wrench supplied.

Finally fit the steering wheel center decal (D) by removing the
backing tape from the sticker then line it up and press firmly
in place. The steering wheel is now fitted correctly and your
Bathtub Racer is now ready for use!
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Step 3. CHARGING BATTERY - PART .1
The batteries you have installed in your Bathtub Racers are sealed lead-acid. This type of battery will not leak acid and are
maintenance free. From new the batteries come 85% charged, however they will need to be fully charged before use.
GENERAL INFORMATION
This sophisticated switch-mode charger has been specially developed for use with all deep-cycle sealed lead-acid batteries
including “Dry fit” gel batteries. It is lightweight, compact and efficient. It will operate on any AC input voltage between
90VAC to 260VAC - this means it will work ANYWHERE in the world without an additional transformer or switching for the
1208/2404, switched for 1214/2407. It automatically charges, without requiring monitoring, all sealed lead-acid,
maintenance type and gel batteries with a nominal voltage of 12/24 volts. Charging begins immediately if the battery has
been properly connected. The output of the charger is electronically protected against short circuit, reverse polarity
connection and extremely deeply discharged batteries. A green Light Emitting Diode (LED) on the front panel is used as a
charging and state of charge indicator.
WHEN TO CHARGE THE BATTERIES (very important for battery life)
Think of the batteries as a living thing, which needs to be fed and watered and think of feeding and watering as recharging.
If you don’t recharge them they will die and if you run them so they are completely empty of charge you will damage the.
To keep your Bathtub Racer batteries at their peak condition you should re charge them within one hour of use and never let
them sit around with no charge. This is the worst thing you can do to end the life of these type of batteries.
Also it is very important that you do not run the batteries so they are completely discharged (so the Bathtub-Racer will not
move (or barely) move. Once the yellow LED, (underneath the Bathtub Racer) starts to flash constantly, the batteries are in a
low state of charge. When this occurs do not use the Bathtub Racer any longer, as you will damage the batteries, and each
time this happens it will reduce the operating time of the Bathtub Racer until such time as you will be forced to replace the
batteries. SO TAKE GOOD CARE OF THEM.

COMMON SPECIFICATION
Mains Input Voltage
90-260 or 110/230 VAC
Mains Frequency
47-63 Hz
Efficiency
85% max.
Total Output Regulation +/-5%
Operating Temperature 0-400C
Operating Humidity
10-90% RH
Safety
Meets CSA T-mark
EMI
FCC Class B, CE, C-Tick
Standard Approvals
UL listed
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CHARGER INFORMATION
(A) ON/OFF Switch
(B) Light Emitting Diode (LED) Charge Indicator
(C) Cooling Fins
(D) Charge Lead
(E) Power Cord

A
D

Charge time is approximately eight hours from fully discharged (flat sate). The charger will automatically switch charge
power off when the batteries have reached their fully charged state (however we suggest overnight charging for a 100%
charge).
To check that the battery is fully charged, remove the charging plug for about 30 seconds then reconnect. The green LED on
the charger should light up momentarily then go out again.

**WARNING**
WHEN CHARGING ENSURE THE CHARGER IS IN A WELL VENTILATED AREA WITH ADEQUATE COOLING.
DO NOT AIR FREIGHT BATHTUB RACERS WITH BATTERIES INSTALLED.
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Step 3. CHARGING BATTERY - PART .2
1

2
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Plug in and switch on charger at the mains supply and
then turn the charger's POWER switch on (A) - the charger
is ready for connecting to the charging socket.

3

With the charger switched on, plug the lead into charging
socket (A) at back of the Bathtub. (This type of charger
must be switched ON before connecting to batteries).

4

A

When charging process begins, the green LED ‘Charging
Indicator’ (A) illuminates. After reaching approx. 80%
charge, the green LED will cease to glow.

5

We recommend leaving connected until ready for use, as
with this type of charger the batteries may be left
connected indefinitely as overcharging is impossible.

6
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To check batteries are fully charged, remove charging plug
for 30 seconds then re-connect. The green LED ‘Charging
Indicator’ should light up momentarily then go out.

HOT!

During the first charging phase, the charger may become
quite warm or slightly hot to touch - this is normal if
charging deeply discharged batteries.
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Step 3. CHARGING BATTERY - PART .3
GENERAL OPERATION cont.
If the LED does not go out, your battery should be tested at the place of purchase.
1.

If a short circuit or reverse connection is accidentally applied to the output, the charger will immediately shutdown.
Remove the short circuit or reverse polarity connection and re-connect to resume normal charging operation.

2.

To ensure a full charge in the shortest time and ensure the longest possible battery life, make sure all leads and
connectors are clean and undamaged.

3.

Check all connections thoroughly and that the power switch of charger and the AC mains are turned ON.

4.

Check that connectors on lead from charger to battery are correctly wired i.e. RED to positive (+) and BLACK to
negative (-).

5.

Note that the green light may not immediately come on if the battery is extremely deeply discharged, i.e. Under 8
volts for a 12 volt battery, under 16 volts for a nominal 24 volt system. Reverse connection of the charging leads will
cause protective circuits to operate and prevent damage to the charger.

6.

During the first charging phase, the charger may become quite warm or slightly hot to touch -- this is normal if
charging deeply discharged batteries.

7.

Do not attempt to charge a battery with other equipment attached which draws current. If you need this option,
consult your vendor at the place of purchase.

CAUTION!!!! There are no user serviceable components inside. Service personnel should ensure that the AC line
source is disconnected prior to the case being opened for service. If the mains power cord is damaged, it must only
be replaced with an approved type.
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ON/OFF - HI/LO SPEED - PART .1
1

2
B

A

ON/OFF SWITCH (A)
The on/off switch is located on the L/H side at the bottom
of the Bathtub Racer, mounted in the chassis rail. Switch
back for on and forward for off. The Bathtub Racer is
designed to automatically switch off if left on, un-ridden
for 10 minutes. This is a safety feature and to conserve
the battery charge.

3

HI/LOW SPEED CONTROL SWITCH (B)
This is also located in chassis next to the on/off switch.
This will enable you to limit the top speed of the Bathtub
Racer by switching from high to low - forward for hi speed
and back for low speed.
(NB: For indoor, we recommend using the low speed
setting)

4

C

EMERGENCY STOP
The emergency stop button is located inside the Bathtub
Racer, just below the steering wheel. It is a secondary
stop that overrides the on/off switch (diagram 1.) This
switch must be pulled out before the Bathtub Racer will
operate. To stop, push knob in, to re-start, pull knob out.

L.E.D (ON/OFF INDICATOR)
Fitted in your Bathtub Racer is an LED, this will illuminate
when the unit is switched on, it will also blink when the
batteries need charging. This LED is also used for fault
finding, as it will blink a code (see page 11).
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STOP & GO - PART .2
5

6
A

FORWARD/GO

FORWARD/GO
To power the Bathtub Racer forward, squeeze the R/H
forward/go paddle (A) towards the steering wheel.
The closer it is to the steering wheel, the faster the
Bathtub Racer will move. To stop release the paddle and it
will spring return to the neutral position.

B

STOP/REVERSE

STOP/REVERSE
To stop the Bathtub Racer, squeeze the L/H stop/reverse
paddle (B) towards the steering wheel. The Bathtub Racer
will come to a stop, pause for a moment and then start to
reverse. To stop it reversing, release the paddle and it will
spring return to the neutral position.
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If a fault has accrued with your Bathtub Racer, we suggest you check the LED underneath the Bathtub Racer.
This will flash a code, carefully count the code and ascertain the fault before contacting the service agent. This
we help the agent to quickly pin point the problem more accurately.

Flash Code (no.
of flashes)

Fault/Condition

Bathtub Racer
Condition
Drive still possible.

Comment

1

Battery needs
recharging.

The battery voltage has dropped below
23.3 Volts in neutral. Recharge
batteries.

2

Battery voltage too
low.

Drive inhibited.

battery voltage at the Controller The has
dropped to 16.5 Volts. Check the
battery condition and connections.

3

Battery voltage too
high.

Drive inhibited.

4

Current limit time out.

Drive inhibited.

5

Brake feedback error.

Drive inhibited.

The battery voltage at the controller is
greater than 32 Volts. Check the
battery condition and the connections.
Suspect a charger malfunction.
The controller has detected a shorted
motor. Check the loom for shorts or
check out the motor. Contact service
agent.
N/A

6

Speed pot not in
neutral.

Drive inhibited.

7

Speed pot error.

Drive inhibited.

Return the throttle lever to neutral.
Readjust the throttle lever if necessary.
If fault still shows, replace speed pot.
Check speed pot wring for open or
short circuits. Speed pot may not be
correctly set up or has changed. If
fault still shows, replace speed pot..

8
9

Motor volts error.
Other internal errors.

Drive inhibited.
Drive inhibited.

Contact service agent/manufacturer.
Contact service agent/manufacturer.
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Evento Company Limited, New Zealand warrants this product against defects for a period of twelve
months from the date of receipt, during which time goods returned will be repaired as set out below.
Evento Company Limited will repair free of charge any part of the product that is found to be defective
within the specified period, providing the product has been used in accordance with the instructions, and
not subject to misuse, neglect or accident, nor modified or repaired by any person other than a
representative of Evento Company Limited.
Warranty Exclusions
(a) This warranty excludes the shipping case and all related freight charges.
Conditions of sale
The Purchaser acknowledges and accepts that:
(a) The product is sold and distributed on the strict and fundamental condition that it is utilised only for
the purpose for which it was manufactured and otherwise strictly in accordance with the directions
contained in the operator's instruction manual. Accordingly neither Evento Company Limited nor any of its
agents shall bear any responsibility or liability for any loss, damage, injury, claim or other liabilities of
whatever nature incurred or suffered by any party through usage of the product which is either
unauthorised or not strictly in accordance with the operator's instruction manual.
(b) All disputes and questions of liability in relation to or arising of the use of the product shall be
determined in accordance with the laws of New Zealand.
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Model/Product:

Bathtub Racer

Name of purchaser: ____________________________________________
Company seal or
Signature of duly
authorized representative
of the company:
____________________________________________
Address (delivery): ____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
Phone Number: ________ ________ _____________________________
Country
area
Number
Email: __________________________
Serial numbers: ______________________/_____________________
Please fill out and fax, email or post this warranty card to:
FAX: +64-6-834 3001 EMAIL: info@eventoworld.com MAIL: Evento Company Limited, PO Box 1156, Napier, New Zealand.

